
 Three Waves Integrated 
Mouse Repellent

Adopting modern micro-electronic technology, this device can 
give out 3 kinds of electronic waves simultaneously and
 alternatively :super-low electro-magnetic wave and 2 kinds of 
special ultrasonic waves ,which can act upon the hearing and 
the nervous system of the mice to make them unpleasant and
 uncomfortable. So the mice will flee away.

1. Never use the device outdoors and never put it in 
high-temperature and moist places.

2. AC 220V/50Hz power system must be confirmed before using it.

3. It should be used continuously without stopping.

4. It should be installed as low as possible from the ground because
 most of the mice running on the ground. Moreover there should
be no obstacles in front of the device.

5. The effects will be  seen after using it . But the best effects will
 be reached after using it continuously for 3-4 weeks. Sometimes
the  mice may be more active at the beginning which shows the
mice have been irritated. Then the mice will be away after a
period. Even not flee away at once for few mice, they will become 
listless, poor appetite and will lose their reproduction and invasion
 ability.

User Manual

Model: AR26

Usage and Coverage Operation Methods Working Principle Precautions 

Dear customers, thank you very much for purchasing our 
products. Please read this user manual carefully before using 
this product. If you have any questions about your order or this 
product, please feel free to contact us.

1. It mainly can expel mice and rats.

2. This product can be used in the following places: family, 
warehouse, shop, restaurant, hotel, hospital, office, machine 
room, grain depot etc.

3. Each room requires a minimum of one unit and one unit is 
enough  to cover 50㎡. For a larger room or an L-shaped room, 
more than  one unit is needed. For best performance, keep the
 unit on day  and night.

4. Make sure mice and rats have no access to food. Store food in 
 sealed containers, keep cooking and eating areas clean.

5.  Block all holes and openings where mice or rats could get into  
the house. Diaotec Indoor Ultrasonic Rodent Repellent with  
steel mesh is ideal for bolcking rodents.

105g

Indicator light EU plug

Ultrasonic speaker

Blue LED lighting: First Ultrasonic 
wave working

Green LED lighting: Second 
Ultrasonic wave working

Red LED lighting: Super-low 
electromagnetic wage working

1. Plug the Repellent into the socket of AC110-220V/50Hz. 

2. The red LED will be flashing which indicates the super-low 
electromagnetic wave  working. Meanwhile, the blue LED will 
remain which indicates the ultrasonic wave  A working.

3. After 80 seconds, the green LED lighting then the blue LED off, 
the ultrasonic  wave B begins working while the ultrasonic wave A 
stops.  They work 80 seconds alternatively. 

4. After 160 seconds, the red LED is off, the super-low 
electro-magnetic wave stops  working. It works at intervals of 160 
seconds.

Main FeaturesParamaters

1. Modern micro-electronic technology provides a poison-free 
way to repel mice and common pests 

2. 100% safe and eco-friendly, economical choice to chase mice 
and common pests away

3. 3 kinds of electronic waves work simultaneously and 
alternatively

4. Super-low electromagnetic wave works 160 seconds at 
intervals of 160 seconds 

5. 2 kinds of special ultrasonic waves work 80 seconds alternative-
ly

Power Voltage AC110V-220V

Less than 15W

Frequency of 
Electromagnetic wave

0.5Hz--8Hz 

Frequency of  
Ultrasonic wave A

20kHz--55kHz

Frequency of  
Ultrasonic wave B

35kHz

Product Consumption 

765432


